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Association of PhD students and young researchers of La Rochelle University

[Edito]

[Festival du Film [Pas Trop] Scientifique]

February ends under an
awesome sun. Our first events
were successful, thanks to you!
We hope that March will be as full
of encounter and good humour
as last month was.

Originally, ADocs made a simple observation: what means being a PhD student, and
doing scientific research in general, isn't really clear for the rest of society. To fix this,
the association set up, in 1999 (already 20 years!), a way to talk about PhD's research
to everyone: through a short and funny scientific movie. Thus, was born the festival.

PhD students and young researchers from the University of La Rochelle produce short
films (4-6 minutes): directed alone or with others, fiction or documentary, free to
Enjoy!
choose the style and content... The only imperative is popularization! The audio-visual
ADocs Team center of the university helps apprentice directors with equipment loans (cameras,
microphones, studio ...) and training in production and editing.

[Calendar]
- ADocs -

March 5 : Information meeting for
“Festival du Film [Pas Trop]
Scientifique”
End of march : Belote tournament
(Bathyscaphe)

- ULR –
March 6 (18h – Médiathèque
Michel Crépeau) : Ciné-débat
« Ces femmes qui entreprennent »
March 7 : Local final of MT180
March 25 - April 6 : “Festival des
étudiants à l’affiche”

- SUAPSE March 19 : Blackvolley

Each year, a jury awards a prize for the best popular film and a prize for the best film.
The public is also invited to award a prize at the end of screenings.

Information meeting for the 2019 session of the festival:

Tuesday, March 5 at 18h in ILE building conference room (LIENSs)!

[CAP Fac]
On February 6, ADocs took part to the CAP FAC event.
Organised by La Rochelle University for high school students
of 4 public high schools in La Rochelle, the goal of this day
was to introduce students to the university through
exchanges with students, teachers, ...
In the afternoon, 30 students attended three workshops
planned by five PhD students from La Rochelle University.
They introduced their background and thesis subject in
different fields: history, civil engineering and mathematics.

March 20 : Fluo Session – Form
Night
March 21 : Blackminton

[CJC News]

[Coming soon]
April 1-5 : “Semaine Européenne
du Développement Durable“
April 11 : Badminton night
(4 people mixed team, 10€/team,
questions : adocs-sport@univ-lr.fr)

The CJC has spoken out against the plan for a massive
increase in doctoral fees for non-EU foreigners. Several
mobilisations took place in French universities, which led the
Minister to abandon this project for PhD students. CJC
continues to oppose this reform, which is still applicable for
Licenses and Masters students.
You can read the full press release there: https://cjc.jeuneschercheurs.org/positions/communique-2019-02-25.pdf).
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For more information: adocs-cjc@univ-lr.fr

